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Monthly Meeting Notes 

            Lots of great stuff at the meet-
ing this month!  The biggest buzz was 
the total solar eclipse that had occurred 
that morning.  Don Garland had set 
the museum up to have a live feed of 
the eclipse, which was visible in south 
Africa.  Five of the FWAS members 
were there to see it live in the morning, 
and 450 others from Ft. Worth were 
there also.  Way to go Don and the Mu-
seum! 
            The Museum also took 17 area 
teachers to the Lone Star Astronomy 
Institute last month.  This is an observ-
ing activity at McDonald Observatory in 
Ft. Davis.  They were there for 4 days 
and got in some great observing on the 
36” scope. 
            Our meeting raffle is getting in-
teresting—we’re going to give away a 
home-built 10” dob in the September 
meeting—so be sure to come and buy 
a few tickets—need not be present to 
win—but you gotta have a ticket! 
            There were 2 main events at 

the meeting—a great JPL film and offi-
cer elections.  The JPL film was a walk 
through its planetary missions.  JPL 
has sent robot explorers to all of the 
planets except Pluto.  Two have even 
left the solar system, headed for parts 
unknown!  Club Officers for the year 
were elected after a hard-fought cam-
paign.  The fighting involved hog-tying 
them down and getting them to agree 
to serve!  Congratulations to: 

Harry Bearman—President 
Danny Arthur—Vice President 

Tres Ross—Secretary/Treasurer 
            Next  month—Mike Jones on 
optics and heliostats. Mike is an ac-
complished optics designer, and is de-
signing the heliostat for the new 
McDonald Observatory Visitor Center.  
Ron DiIulio will also be bringing a me-
teorite to look at that was recently 
found to have traces of garnet and salt 
in it—indicating that it has been ex-
posed to water in its past and may be 
extra-solar in origin! 

It’s Time for  
Membership  

Renewal!  Please 
send your $30 

membership fee 
to the club PO 
Box as soon as 
possible to keep 

your membership 
current! 
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Observing Notes 
Danny Arthur—
Here at my house 
around 11 PM, 
the seeing was 
pretty good for 
Mars being so low 
and I saw more 

detail than I can remember ever see-
ing. I'm real sure the area known as 
Syrtis Major was the primary feature 
visible. It was downright cool! A couple 

of times I thought I saw some white-
ness in the area of the poles but I 
couldn't say for sure. I've seen the po-
lar caps before and it didn't look like 
that.  
Doug Christianson—I did some Mars 
observing on Friday, June 8th between 
11pm and 12:30. I calculated the me-
ridian at about 280 deg longitude using 
the calculator on page 53 of the July 

(Continued on page 6) 
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About 40 members came out for the 
Moonlight Madness picnic, and it was a 
great time!   A delicious BBQ feast was 
put on in the clubhouse, with adequate 
shade inside and on the east side of the 
building.  Ice cold beverages of various 
sorts rounded out the fare, leading to 
leisurely dining, tall tales, and a height-
ened sense of camaraderie.  It is always 
good to talk to FWAS folks in the day-
light!  
 
In spite of the big bright 
moon in the sky, there were 
actually some pretty inter-
esting observing opportuni-
ties.  The International 
Space Station and the Hub-
ble Space Telescope both 
passed overhead during the 
evening.  Danny Arthur 
lead a 2-person tracking and 
observing session with his 

Dob to be able to focus in on the ISS.  
One person provided tracking using the 
finder, while the other person used the  
eyepiece to observe it.  Some even 
claim to have been able to see the solar 
panels (see previous notes on cold bev-
erages!).    The moon itself  and Mars 
also provided some nice, though more 
traditional, viewing. 
 
For all our binocular users, the paral-
lelogram mounts that Barry Lieb built 
for the club are great. They're easy to 
set up, and they change the mechanics 
of using binoculars such that you look at 
what you want to see and bring the bin-
oculars to your eyes, instead of awk-
wardly (and often painfully) contorting 
your neck to look through them on a 

tripod. All the 
motion and 
freedom of 
using them 
without a 
mount at all 
is there, ex-
cept that 
they're held 
in place with 
e x c e l l en t  
s t a b i l i t y .  

Thanks to 
Barry Lieb for 
building these 
great mounts, 
and thanks 
again to Barry 
and Doug 
Christianson 
for helping 

Alan Edwards get them set up 
at the party.  The instructions 
for the binocular mounts are in 
the pocket of the front cover of 
the log book. (If y'all ever 
signed the log, you'd be sur-
prised what's in it!) These bin-
ocular mounts may be the best 
asset of the FWAS observing 
site! 
 
Doug Christianson didn't pick 

buckets of blackberries like his wife had 
instructed him to, but he did get a nice 
amount and was pleased to report that 
they were very good indeed. He found 
no rattlesnakes in the woods and really 
enjoyed checking out the airplanes. 
 
We also got to check out  Preston 
Starr’s  outstanding astronomical pic-
tures. It is easy to understand 
why they were picked as win-
ners at the Texas Star Party.  
 
The evening’s excitement was 
capped when a new member 
hit a deer on the way back on 
114 between 51 and Boyd.  A 
nearby resident reported to the 
uninjured driver and passenger 

that 4 deer-car crashes had happened 
in about the last month.  Be careful! 

 
Thanks to everyone for organizing 
the event on Saturday! 

Moonlight Madness Picnic Was Great! 
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The Planets: 
Mars:  The evening sky is completely dominated by this planet.  Rising in the southeastern sky, visible at 
sunset, you can easily find Mars shining brightly in the southern end of the constellation Ophiuchus.  Since 
most of us are not familiar with Ophiuchus, the thirteenth constellation of the zodiac, look to the scorpion to 
find Mars.  As July progresses, Mars sets earlier each night and diminishes slightly in visual size as Earth 
pulls ahead of Mars in the orbital progression of the planets around the Sun.  We haven’t seen the Red 
Planet look this good for at least 11 years! Watch the approach of the almost full moon to Mars on July 2, 
and its close proximity on July 3.  Look for Mars within 5 degrees of its rival star, Antares, heart of the Scor-
pion, on July 19.  A first-quarter moon will pass Mars and Antares on the 29th.  
 
Mercury, Venus, Saturn and Jupiter:  Because these four planets are playing leapfrog in our vision, it is 
perhaps easier to describe what you see in calendar form.  At the beginning of July, Venus rises in the sky 
before the others in the predawn hours, followed by Saturn, Mercury and Jupiter.       Venus has reached its 
greatest elongation and will rise lower in the sky each day.  Mercury rises higher each day until it reaches its 
greatest elongation from the sun on July 9.  For the rest of the month, it will rise lower each day until it is out 
of sight by month’s end.  Viewing time for these planets is in the early morning hours before sunrise in the 
eastern sky. 
 
July 1:         Rising first is Venus (shining at –4.1 magnitude), followed by Saturn, Mercury and Jupiter (at –

1.9 magnitude). 
July 11-12: Ascending Jupiter passing descending Mercury about 10 degrees above the horizon at 6 AM (a 

fist’s width held at arm’s length).  Descending Venus approaching Saturn.  Look for Saturn 4 de-
grees north of the bright star Aldebaran, eye of Taurus the Bull. 

July 13:       A nearly perfect triangle, 4 degrees on a side, formed by Venus, Saturn and the eye of Taurus. 
July 14-15: Great time to watch descending Venus pass within 0.7 degrees south of ascending Saturn, a 

fabulous sight! 
July 17:       The waning crescent moon passes less than a degree from Saturn, forming a compact pattern 

with Venus and Aldebaran. 
July 18:       The morning lineup begins with Saturn, followed by rising Venus, a slender moon, Jupiter and 

Mercury. 
July 19:       The almost invisible moon is within 0.5 degrees of Mercury in the early morning sky.   
July 20-25: A beautiful line of planets:  Saturn, followed by Venus, Jupiter and Mercury (very low in sky). 
 
Comets:  LINEAR has once again surged in magnitude. Observers in the Southern Hemisphere have 
watched the comet gradually brighten to naked-eye visibility since the comet's initial outburst two months 
ago when its nucleus split. LINEAR is now 3rd magnitude -- readily visible.  The comet can't be seen from 
the Northern Hemisphere yet, but as it moves north, it should become visible from midnorthern latitudes by 
the end of June in the morning sky. The comet is moving from Fornax, to Eridanus, to Cetus. 
 
Constellations:  Apus, Ara, Corona Borealis, Draco, Hercules, Norma, Ophiuchus, Scorpius, Serpens, Tri-
angulum Australe  
 
Looking for a Little More?  If this Skyline whets your appetite, but you aren’t ready to dive into the observ-
ing lists, try this website:  skymaps.com/downloads.html.  It offers a two page pdf brochure that you can print 
out for free.  It has a basic skymap and short lists of visual, binocular, and small telescope objects.  It is 
really good—check it out! 

REMEMBER that the Sidewalk Astronomers will hold FREE public telescope viewing (weather permitting) on the 
north lawn of the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History on July 28 beginning at dusk.  Come join in the fun 

and bring the family! 
For more information about the night sky, contact the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History's Noble Planetar-

ium at (817) 255-9300 or E-mail at planet@fwmsh.org.  Compiled by FWAS members Don Garland and Linda 
Krouse of the Noble Planetarium, with selected editor's additions. 

FWAS/NOBLE PLANETARIUM FWAS/NOBLE PLANETARIUM 
SKYLINESKYLINE  
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After last month’s article, we now 
know a little about how a CCD 
works and how some of the termi-
nology is used. So now you think 
you might want to give CCD imag-
ing a try.  But how much is it going 
to cost and how easy is it?. How 
much it costs depends on you.   
 
Do you want to purchase a 
camera, or build one? Do you 
want to just get your feet wet 
and not spend much at all?  I 
am going to go down the list 
from the higher priced options 
to the absolute cheapest.   
 
So what is the high end for 
most amateurs?  As of now I’d 
say SBIG's ST-10E camera at 
$7995  This is a large frame 
camera that self guides, thanks to 2 
CCD chips inside.  Now closer to a 
reasonable price for most of us is 
the ST-7E at $2695 and again the 
camera can guide the scope. 

 
The advantage of buying a camera 
is a proven track record and a 
manufacturer to repair it if needed, 
and most Imaging software supports 
the big names in cameras, like 
SBIG. 
 
Can you get into this for less?  
Sure - but you have to be willing to 
build your own camera, although 
Genesis can be purchased assem-

bled if desired. The 2 most common 
(popular) do-it-yourself cameras are 
the Cookbook 245 and the Audine/
Genesis.  How easy are they to 
build?  I have built both cameras 
and have to say they are very easy 
to build.  The Cookbook 245 will 
cost you around $650 to get up and 
going and is based on the discontin-

ued TC245 chip.  While you can still 
get them it is getting harder.  Next is 
the Audine/Genesis camera with a 
price tag of $1250+, depending on 
the CCD you install.  Genesis is 

very easy to build with only 
good soldering skill needed, 
and all the components are still 
available. 
 
 
But, you want even lower to 
start out right?  Well how 
about this. Do you have a 
Quickcam or other web cam-
era? You can get started by 
adapting one of these little 
gems to your scope. I will have 
links on my website to places 

that show just how to do this.   
 

The Images I’ve included here show 
the results using three different 

camera’s:  M27 was taken using a 
Starlight Express MX7C; Jupiter 
with a Quickcam; and M51 with 
Genesis.  All are viewable at my 
website http://carroll.dynip.com  For 
anyone who may consider building 
a CCD camera and would like some 
help - feel free to contact me.  My 
email is available at my website 

CCD Beginner: Buying or Building?….Doug Carrol  

M-27 with Starlight Express 

Jupiter with Quickcam 

M-51 with Genesis 

Western  
Observing Tour 

 
FWAS members Ron McDaniel and 
Ron DiIulio took a fabulous western 
tour and visited:  
 
Barringer Meteor Crater 
                 Winslow, AZ  
Lowell Observatory 
                 Flagstaff, AZ  
U of AZ Flandreau Museum 
                 Tucson, Az  
Kitt Peak NOAO 
                 Tucson, Az  
National Space Museum 
                 Alamogordo, NM  
Apache Point Observatory 
                 Sunspot, NM  
National Solar Observatory 
                 Sunspot, NM  
NM Skies Guest Observatory 
                 Cloudcroft, NM  
 
“The experience at Kitt Peak was fan-
tastic. Even though we somewhat 
"underwhelmed" with the view 
through the 24" at Lowell, it was 
amazing to actually touch and look 
through the instrument with such a 
rich history. Of course, visiting with 
the folks at Apache Point was espe-
cially nice as well. Its not often that 
one is privileged to have a private 
tour of something as important to the 
science as the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey. I won't promise anything but we 
are thinking about doing a presenta-
tion on the trip. “ 
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NASA Notes …. Jim TimmonsJim Timmons 

Last night I was out 
looking at Mars and I no-
ticed that SS Cygni, my fa-
vorite variable star was 
barely high enough to see. I 
searched in the washed out 
skies to the northeast of my 
house and found the field of 
view in a little bit. My finder 
scope really came in handy 
on this one. 

It was good to see 
the star field come in to 
view. I use 75 Cygni as a 
jumping off point. Once you 
see this star with it's neighbors around it, you'll never 
forget it. SS Cygni is just about a degree away with 
plenty of stars to compare it to nearby. It's minimum 
brightness is 12.4 and the maximum is 7.7 though I 
have never caught it brighter than about 8.5. 

SS Cyg is a dwarf nova. It is a binary star 
system, a white dwarf that pulls material off its 
neighboring dwarf or sub giant K-M star. There is an 
accretion disk surrounding the white dwarf and it is 
here that a lot of the brightening occurs. 

The average period of SS Cyg is 49.5 days. 
A lot of the fun in watching this star is trying to catch 

it on the rise. Sometimes 
it reaches 11th magni-
tude but then drops back 
down. I have read that if 
it makes it past 11th 
magnitude, it's going all 
the way, usually.  
Unfortunately, I actually 
did not get to see the ac-
tual star system SS Cyg. 
I was looking too low 
over some pretty bright 
lights. But at least I could 
see that it had not made 
it past 9.9 magnitude. I 

highly recommend picking out at least one variable 
star to follow over the years and enjoy it. I think SS 
Cygni is the perfect one to follow. You can follow it 
all the way through its cycle with an 8 inch in the city 
and it keeps you guessing as to when it will brighten. 

You can download the charts you need from 
www.aavso.org/ or get with me sometime and I'll 
show you how I find it.  

 
Happy Hunting! 

Seeing an Old Friend Again ….Danny Arthur 
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Bad Chip in a Shoulder Not 
Needing an Orthopedist (ISS)- 
After many engineering reviews of 
the International Space Station’s 
new manipulator arm, program 
managers have given the OK to 
proceed with the launch of the 
shuttle Atlantis. Atlantis is set to 
deliver a 6.5-ton airlock to the sta-
tion. The station’s arm is needed 
to install the airlock onto the Unity 
module. Although the arm func-
tions perfectly, a bad computer 
chip in its shoulder joint has 
caused communications problems. 
A software patch is being devel-
oped by the Canadian engineers 
so the erroneous signals will be 
ignored. 
First Rock From The Sun- After 
over 25 years, NASA has given 

the green light for a return mission 
to Mercury. The five-year mission 
will contain two flybys of Mercury 
as well as two flybys of Venus. 
The “Messenger” spacecraft will 
also orbit Mercury for one Earth 
year in 2009. Messenger (Mercury 
Surface, Space Environment, 
Geochemistry, and Ranging) will 
protect its seven instruments from 
the intense heat with a shield 

made of ceramics 
similar to those on 
portions of the space 
shuttle. 
Free, Nada, Zip, For a Song…-If 
you’re like Paul Harvey and want 
the rest of the story, here’s the 
deal for you. NASA is giving AT 
NO COST a 2 CD-ROM set of the 
mission transcripts of every Mer-
cury, Gemini and Apollo mission. 
You’ll need to send a self ad-
dressed, stamped (about $2) pad-
ded envelope (CD sized) to 
NASA History Office 
Office of Policy and Plans 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
 
The Mission Transcript Collection, 
NASA SP-2000-4602 
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(Continued from page 1) 

Astronomy mag. Syrtis major would have been slightly off 
center at that time.  
What I observed was a large shallow v-shaped darkening 
that was slightly higher than the equator. The darkest 
area was in the northern most leg of the V, possible better 
described as a backwards check mark in my SCT, upright 
reversed image. I was having some difficulty getting ori-
ented toward the Martian features map, because that sug-
gested that the darkest area would be Syrtis Major and 
should have been the apex of the V shape that I was ob-

serving.  
I also noticed three small dark areas near the south pole 
that took the shape of an upside down arc, sort of a dark-
ened "antarctic circle". I saw no evidence of polar ice 
caps.  
On Saturday afternoon I observed the sun and shared the 
image with some friends. I noticed no very large sunspots 
like the major storm that persisted thru a couple of revolu-
tions recently, but I did observe a large number of 5 or 6 
significant spots that a friend described as amoeba with a 
nucleus and surrounding cell wall. The largest she de-
scribed as an amoeba that was dividing, it had two nu-
cleus (sp?). I also noticed a large number of small very 
dark spots. I didn't count but it would have been 20-30 of 
the small spots 

Observing Reports (Continued) 

                Thanks to knowing a volunteer 
operator in the Telescopes In Education 
program I had the opportunity to spend 
Friday night 6/15 at the Mt. Wilson obser-
vatory above Los Angeles. My host was a 
recent Texas A&M engineering graduate 
and a JPL employee working on instru-
mentation for Mars missions. Located 
about 45 minutes North of Pasadena in 
the San Gabriel Mountains, the Mt. Wilson 
observatory is an amazing collection of 
the old (the 100” reflector used exten-
sively by Edwin Hubble) and the new (a 
university program linking 6 - 40” scopes 
with an interferometer baseline of 1000 
meters). This is not an obsolete facility 
although from this report it may seem a 
little unusual.  
                First stop was the 24 inch where 
amateurs were imaging Mars using the 
piggybacked 6 inch refractor and would 
you believe a Quick Cam VC connected to 
the camera adaptor with masking tape. 
Mars images varied a lot with the seeing 
as we watched the movies, but the opera-
tor collected as much video as his disk 
drive would hold and planned to extract 
the best frames from his movies. Image 
size on the tiny Quick Cam chip nearly 

filled the video frame. F ratio was about 
30.  
                Next, Edwin Hubble’s old 100” 
reflector, actually involved in an active 
professional science project. The project, 
called HK, is a 35 year plan to collect a 
spectrographic record of 250 stars. The 
project has already been going for 15 
years. The 100 inch can be a Newtonian 
F6, one of two Cassegrains at f/16, or a 
have the optical path down the polar axis 
at F/33). The two Cassegrain focuses are 
equipped with adaptive optics, one that 
uses an artificial guide star powered by a 
low power UV laser and one that uses a 
normal star in the FOV under study. The 
operator claimed seeing of 1/2 arc second 
on Mt. Wilson and bragged that the 
unique location provided seeing condi-
tions very rare on the earth. This is de-
spite the rather serious light pollution from 
Los Angeles.  
                On to the 60 inch public access 
reflector being used on Friday by the Los 
Angeles Astronomical Society to view 
Mars and by a few members to do some 
afocal coupled imagery with handheld 
digital cameras. Because of the number of 
observers, I only had a couple of one min-

ute turns at the eyepiece. Surface fea-
tures certainly had more definition than I 
saw from Arlington a week earlier. The 
scope configuration was f/16 with a 55mm 
eyepiece that was bigger than a beer can. 
My drawing skills and limited time at the 
eyepiece won't do justice to what I saw, 
but can you believe it? A 60 inch scope for 
visual use by a local club.  
                Finally, we got to the Telescopes 
In Education facility donated to Mt. Wilson 
by a university in Tennessee. It was a C-
14 on a Paramount GT-1100 robotic 
mount with a Appogee AP7 ccd camera 
controlled by The Sky and ccdsoft. The 
configuration I expect is 1/4th of the con-
figuration being currently assembled in the 
University of North Texas robotic observa-
tory. Purists in FWAS would cringe at the 
kind of astronomy done like this. Bright 
lights from the computers, lots of sky fog 
from Los Angeles, no need to have any 
knowledge of the sky to do imaging of dis-
tant objects. Star hopping with this kind of 
equipment, or even any need to know the 
bright stars or constellations, is completely 
unnecessary. It is astronomy for casual 
observers and gadget freaks. So true to 
my nature I jumped in to imaging with the 
Appogee. M51, a decent image had al-
luded me from Arlington, was my first tar-
get image. Then M101 and M13, then on 
to something a little dimmer, the Seyfert 
Quintet, and the Stephens Sextet. At 4:30 
am we shut down the computers, rolled 
the roof closed and headed back down 
the mountain. Bob Newman's recommen-
dation to observe NGC 5253 was unful-
filled since it had set by the time we tried 
to observe.  
                All in all, a terrific Friday night of 
visual observing of Mars in much more 
detail than I had seen before and some 
quick and dirty imaging with some very 
nice equipment. 

Observing Notes from Mount Wilson …. Doug Doug 
ChristiansonChristianson 
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Beyond Messier Objects [This one is just for fun!] 

NGC/*NGC/*  TypeType  ConstConst   MagMag   RARA   DecDec  DateDate  TimeTime  SeeingSeeing   AptApt   PwrPwr            Description Description                      

M80 GC SCO 7.2 16 17 -22 59             
M4 GC SCO 5.9 16 24 -26 32             

6124 OC SCO 5.8 16 26 -40 40             

6144 GC SCO 9.1 16 27 -26 02             

6139 GC SCO 9.2 16 28 -38 51             

6153 PN SCO 12P 16 32 -40 15             

6178 OC SCO 7.2 16 36 -45 38             

6192 OC SCO 9P 16 40 -43 22             

6231 OC SCO 2.6 16 54 -41 48             
Lyn-
ga14 OC SCO 9.7 16 55 -45 19             

Cr316 OC SCO 3.4P 16 56 -40 50             

6242 OC SCO 6.4 16 56 -39 30             
Har-

vard12 OC SCO 8.5 16 56 -40 43             

6249 OC SCO 8.2 16 58 -44 47             
6259 OC SCO 8 17 01 -44 40             

FWAS Favorites  [This one is just for fun!]  

NGC/*NGC/*  TypeType  ConstConst   MagMag   RARA   DecDec  DateDate  TimeTime  SeeingSeeing   AptApt   PwrPwr            Description Description                      

5986 GC LUP 7.1 15 46 -37 47             
6207 G HER 11.6 16 43 36 50             
6302 PN SCO 13 17 14 -37 06             

6352 GC ARA 8.2 17 26 -48 25             

6445 PN SGR 13 17 49 -20 01             
6440 GC SGR 9.7 17 49 -20 22             
6441 GC SCO 7.4 17 50 -37 03             

Messier Objects 

##   TypeType  ConstConst   MagMag   RARA   DecDec  DateDate  TimeTime  SeeingSeeing   AptApt   PwrPwr            Description Description                      

M-107 GC OPH 7.9 16 33 -13 03             
M-13 GC HER 5.8 16 42  36 28             

M-12 GC OPH 6.7 16 47 -01 57             

M-10 GC OPH 6.6 16 57 -04 06             

M-62 GC OPH 6.5 17 01 -30 07             

M-19 GC OPH 6.8 17 03 -26 16             

M-92 GC HER 6.4 17 17  43 08             

M-9 GC OPH 7.7 17 19 -18 31             
M-14 GC OPH 7.6 17 38 -315             

FWAS Monthly ObservingFWAS Monthly Observing  

 
OK—It is time to get some mem-
ber feedback.  I’m curious as to 

how many members use this ob-
serving list section.  I am think-

ing about replacing it with a Con-
stellation-of-the-Month kind of 

thing.  It would cover the Messi-
ers,  double stars, Herschels, etc.   

 
Let me know what you think!  

Email me at  
steven.w..gray@home.com. 
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Herschel Objects 

NGCNGC  TypeType  ConstConst   MagMag   RARA   DecDec  DateDate  TimeTime  SeeingSeeing   AptApt   PwrPwr            Description Description                      

6235 GC OPH 10.4 16 53 -22 11             

6342 GC OPH 10 17 21 -19 35             

6401 GC OPH 11 17 39 -2355             

6517 GC OPH 10.5 18 02 -08 58             

6818 PN SGR 10 19 44 -14 09             

6712 GC SCT 10 18 53 -08 42             

6781 PN AQL 11 19 18 -06 33             

6885 OC VUL 9.1 20 12  26 29             

6834 OC CYG 10.3 19 52  29 25             
6939 OC CEP 10 20 31  60 38             

Herschel II Objects [Also list site(s):__________________________________________________ ] 

NGCNGC  TypeType  ConstConst   MagMag   RARA   DecDec  DateDate  TimeTime  SeeingSeeing   TransTrans  InstInst   EyePcEyePc           Description Description                      

5605                         

5668                         

5750                         

5806                         

5831                         

5854                         

5878                         

5970                         

6058                         
6155                         

APTAPT = Aperture, PwrPwr = Power, TransTrans = Transparency, InstInst = Instrument,  EyePcEyePc = Eyepiece 
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Beyond Messier Objects …. Continued 

NGC/*NGC/*  TypeType  ConstConst   MagMag   RARA   DecDec  DateDate  TimeTime  SeeingSeeing   AptApt   PwrPwr            Description Description                      

6281 OC SCO 5.4 17 05 -37 54             
Bochum 

13 OC SCO 7.2 17 17 -35 33             

6318 OC SCO 12P 17 18 -39 27             

6322 OC SCO 6 17 19 -42 57             
Pis-

mis24 OC SCO 9.6 17 25 -34 21             

Anta-
lova2 OC SCO 8.8 17 30 -32 30             

Cr332 OC SCO 8.9P 17 31 -37 05             
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FWAS Officers: 
President - Harry Bearman 
                817-294-8330, hbearman@bigfoot.com 
Vice President - Danny Arthur 
                817-732-4702, danart@mail.ev1.net 
Sec/Treas - Tres Ross 
                817-732-0142, tres3ross@aol.com 
Chairman, Bd of Trustees - Becky Nordeen 

817-428-0881, banordeen@earthlink.net 
Vice Chairman - Ron DiIulio 

817-249-3092, ronkeys@spindle.net 
 
FWAS Meetings - FWAS meets at 7:30 PM on the third Thursday of 
the month at the Ft. Worth Museum of Science and History, 1501 
Montgomery Street.  Guests and visitors are always welcome! 
 
FWAS Observing Site - The observing site in Wise County is open to 
members of FWAS at all times.  Guests of members are always 
welcome.  Six great telescopes are available for members' use: two 
12" Dobs and four 10" Dobs.  Dark Sky etiquette is strictly enforced, 
except on public observing nights!  
 
fortworthastro.com - FWAS 
WebSite: 

• Membership Info  
• Officers  
• Astrophotos  
• Observing  
• Links - Local weather, etc! 
• Message Board 
 

FWAS E-Group - send a blank e-mail 
to fwassubscribe@egroups.com to 
subscribe. Post messages to the 
group by sending e-mail to fwas@egroups.com.  Any message sent 
to fwas@egroups.com will be automatically sent to all members of the 
list.   
 
Prime Focus - The FWAS newsletter is published monthly.  Letters to 
the editor, articles for publication, photos, or just about anything you 
would like to have included should be sent to Steve Gray at Steven.
W.Gray@home.com.  Deadline is the Saturday after the Indoor 
meeting. 
 
FWAS Annual Dues - $30.   Send dues C/O Tres Ross at the FWAS 
PO Box return address.   
 
Discount Subscriptions Available: Sky & Telescope  ($30), 
Astronomy ($30).  Send subscription renewals  C/O Tres Ross at the 
FWAS PO Box return address.  For magazine subscription renewals, 
please include the magazine's renewal slip.  Note that a Sky & 
Telescope subscription through the club entitles you to 10% off 
purchases at the Sky & Telescope on-line store! 
 
Astronomical League Membership -  Your FWAS membership also 
enrolls you in the Astronomical League. This makes you eligible for 
various observing certificates and you get their quarterly magazine, 
The Reflector. 

FWAS Membership Info 
ClassifiedsClassifieds  
For Sale—17 1/2 inch F4.5 truss tube 
dobsonian.  Custom made with low rocker 
box, one step at zenith.  Easy one man 
setup.  FWAS members first chance to buy, 
going on Astromart July 1. $2200, for de-
tails contact Tom Moore at 817-763-8988, 
214-882-9382,  or thmoore@mindspring.
com . 
 

Our FWAS Website THANKS You 
A big “Thank You” to the several volunteers 
who responded to our need for a new web-
master.  At publishing time the trustees 
were still considering and notifying the vol-

unteers.  It is really 
a tribute to the 
members that we 
had to actually 

chose among several great candidates.  
We have LOTS more ways to participate in 
the club, so keep on volunteering! 
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OObserving Site Reminders: bserving Site Reminders:   
• Sign the logbook in the clubhouse.  
• Put equipment back neatly when you’re 

through. 
• Leave a log note if there is a club equip-

ment problem and please call a club of-
ficer to let them know!  

• Turn out the bathroom light and close 
the door tightly! 

• Last person out, please ... 
• Check all doors and lights, 
• Make sure nobody left anything out, 
• And chain the gate. 

• Maintain Dark Sky etiquette 
• Turn out those headlights at the gate!! 
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Ft Worth Astronomical Society 
PO Box 14565 
Haltom City, TX  76117-5065 

Event Horizon for July 2001Event Horizon for July 2001  

Next FWAS Indoor Meeting—Thursday 7/19 
At the Ft. Worth Museum of Science & History 
In the Auditorium 

Editor’s Note: The  star banners indicate star parties.  Be sure to check with the sponsor for details.   

  S delta
Aquarids

 Indoor
Meeting

  Neptune
Opposition

 Public
Observing

 @
FWAS Site

FWAS Public observing is the
Saturday closest to 3rd quarter.
Visitors & beginners be sure to
come - Experienced FWAS
observers will be there to help!

 Copper
Breaks


